Parched pelican

This restaurant has been reported as permanently closed. Click here if it has reopened. If this
restaurant is open or has reopened, just let us know. Is this your restaurant? Click to add your
description here. Add Photo. Consolidated reviews are included in the calculation of the
average rating of 4. The manager on the other hand is a total POS. A mean, manic, belligerent,
bi-polar, alcoholic Along with the "manager" beware do not go here!!! Great place great people.
A hundred tvs and best of all great food We have patronized this restaurant many times over the
past 23 years!! First, try refreshing the page and clicking Current Location again. Make sure you
click Allow or Grant Permissions if your browser asks for your location. Details Menu Reviews.
Parched Pelican. See 5 Reviews. Select a Rating! View Menu. Phone: Permanently closed. Click
here if it reopened. See Larger Map - Get Directions. Please contact the restaurant directly for
updated info. Share Your Experience! Top Reviews of Parched Pelican. Best Restaurants
Nearby. Best Menus of Ocean City. Nearby Restaurants. Menus People Viewed Nearby. Recent
Restaurant Reviews. United States Restaurant Guide:. All rights reserved. Follow us Like 6. No
business. I was there last summer at dinner time and maybe 2 other groups besides mine was
there to eat. Nothing has been announced yet. Hooters seemed to do well there, but I guess it
was too big for them since they moved to a small place on the boards. That's a tough area for a
restaurant to get started in. I disagree Momoo, its a great area with plenty of vacationers and
locals near by. The restaurant itself was the problem I believe. There was nothing inside to make
you want to come back. It was so dark inside, I felt like I was in a dungeon. The place has a nice
deck out back to hangout for drinks and so forth. The Pelican didn't help there own causes to
have a successful restaurant. I was shocked this location closed. I went to the restaurant in and
was hoping to go back this year. I agree, the place was dark but the food was excellent! A new
restaurant, Tailchasers, has opened next to the old Parched Pelican. It is family friendly with
excellent food. This topic has been closed to new posts due to inactivity. We hope you'll join the
conversation by posting to an open topic or starting a new one. We remove posts that do not
follow our posting guidelines, and we reserve the right to remove any post for any reason. Skip
to main content. Log in to get trip updates and message other travelers. Watch this Topic.
Browse forums All Browse by destination. Ocean City forums. All forums. Heather C. Level
Contributor. Report inappropriate content. Top Attractions See all. Ocean City Beach. Ocean
City Boardwalk. Northside Park. Destination Expert for Ocean City. Re: anyone know why
Parched Pelican closed? Destination Expert for Baltimore. Ask a question. Jan 23, What is there
to do with kids in February in OC? Jan 22, See All Ocean City Conversations. What is the best
seafood buffet in Ocean City???? View Hotel. Hilton Suites Ocean City Oceanfront. Francis
Scott Key Family Resort. Holiday Inn Ocean City. Fenwick Inn. Clarion Resort Fontainebleau
Hotel - Oceanfront. View all hotels. Ocean City Destination Experts. Members who are
knowledgeable about this destination and volunteer their time to answer travelers' questions.
For Businesses. Write a Review. Yelpers report this location has closed. Find a similar spot.
Menus Parched Pelican. Last updated 4 years ago. Ocean City, MD Ask a question. Your trust is
our top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn more. The
pelican dip was fantastic. A really good blend of flavors. Really liked dipping in that crab bisque.
Rest of the family enjoyed their meals too. Will definitely be back next year. Elite ' It looked fun
with plenty of options to choose from. I wasn't expecting this spot to be as well designed as it
was. I was smitten with the look from the moment I stepped into the entryway; which actually
featured a light fixture made with colored wine bottles and colored light bulbs - speaking
directly too me. I'm totally planning to make my own DIY version. The dish was good, but the
"fresh buttermilk biscuits handcrafted daily from scratch," were dense, tough and inedible. I
was a bit disappointed. My BF ordered whiskey plantain brioche french toast with glazed
plantains, toasted coconut and Jameson caskmates whiskey sauce. It was enjoyable, sweet and
savory unique meal. Glad we tried the dishes we did. See all photos from Kristina W. The
outside seating is great. There are only about 4 tables inside. The views outside are peoples
homes, a small bay Inlet, and boats. There is a sandy play area for children. The bar is also
located outside. The booths can seat about 12 people. I felt guilty just two of us sitting at one of
those giant booths, but they didn't sit anyone else with us. The food was good. I had a lump
crab cake sandwich, crab soup, we ordered calamari, Ashley had chicken and fries. The service
was excellent. I would recommend this place. It's on the northern part of Coastal Highway. It
was within walking distance of our hotel. It is a bit expensive though. Amazing service from
Katya and Sunny! Two awesome Bulgarian girls working for the summer. Superb hospitality.
Greeted with smiles and welcomed upon entering the door. Great selection of beer! Realerevival
Nanticoke Nectar is bangin. ABV 7. I actually have to say this is the best I've ever had. Yep in
Ocean City, MD! Ok on to the Muffuletta , yes, that's the name of this sandwich. Italian
immigrants coming to New Orleans made this sandwich popular when they settled in the French
quarter which in the early 's was called Muffaletta. In New Orleans, a Muffaletta has a layer of

olive salad I actually have to say this the best Muffuletta I have ever had! I got it hot with aioli
sauce. The mixed green salad with balsamic vinegar did not need any garnishes paired with the
Muffaletta this was heaven in my mouth. I'm including lots of pictures. On the second floor there
is a pelicans nest. You really need to see how beautiful this is. There is a rustic romantic feel to
the restaurant. See all photos from Beth K. Solid breakfast offerings here. I think Layton's and
Bayside Skillet are so expensive for what you get. This time around, we've been cooking
breakfast in OC, but once in a while I have that fix to dine out for breakfast. Trying a new place
nearby, Parched Pelican did not disappoint. Their eggs Benedict comes with 3 eggs! At least
they have salt and pepper on the tables to remedy this fix. All of the other dishes my family had,
was as good too. They have a nice sand area with kids playground Ropewalk and this place are
good options for family's with kids for people residing above 80th street. Decent kids menu
selections too. Have to come back here for dinner next time I'm here. Oh man, I wasn't prepared
for the Parched Pelican when we walked in. I was sunburnt, tired, and towing an enthusiastic 2
year old who didn't want to sit still with me when we walked inside. The playground seating was
full, but we compromised and sat under the roof by the water. I looked over the menu a few
times, but nothing was really jumping out to me. But then I ordered the Pelican Dip Burger. A
burger with lump crab meat, grilled corn salsa, cheese, and a side of crab bisque to dip it in? I
went for it. That first bite, with all of these flavors combined, was probably one of the most
unexpectedly perfect blend of awesome I've experienced in a long time. Corn on a burger? My
new favorite condiment. Dipping a burger in crab bisque? My mother in law got one too and
loved it. My wife and son loved the chicken tenders! There was a lot of food for the price, so
trust me, you won't leave hungry. The service was great! Everyone was friendly and very
accommodating. They let us move under the roof when the sun came out. The waiter checked in
on us frequently and was very friendly with my son. Even though we didn't sit in the playground
area, they let my son go out and play on the equipment after we ate. There are TVs everywhere
playing the evening Orioles games too, so it looks like a great place to come out for some
sports action too. The Parched Pelican is a home run. If you haven't eaten here yet, you're
seriously missing out! The Pelican Dip, perhaps the most delicious unexpected combination of
flavors and textures. The Parched Pelican has a limited but appealing menu to accompany a
good beer and drinks list. I was in a sampling mood so I opted for a flight of beers. All good, not
great. It was very good! Only thing I would of changed was the ciabatta roll to either a kaiser or
potato bun. Food-9 Ambiance-8 Drinks Outstanding experience here! Went with a group of 14 - 9
kids and 5 adults - and sat outside at tables in the sand by the playground. We had 2 tables next
to one another, which was perfect. The kids played on the playground while we waited for our
food, and when it arrived every single one of them enjoyed what they got. That in itself was a
small miracle! My blackened fish tacos were excellent, although they lacked the cabbage crunch
of the ones from Belly Busters down the strip. Overall they were a close second though. My
husband and sister in law had chicken Pelican Dips and enjoyed them very much, and my
mother in law's crab cake sandwich had lots of lumps of crab and little filler. The balsamic
dressing on the greens is also worth mentioning - super creamy with a delicious tanginess. The
food here is fresh and light and really good. We will be back next year! Food wise we only got
the cheeseboard platter - delicious and presentation nice too. The mojito was meh. Not muddled
at all and lacking POP. More lime muddled mint etc.. Everyone was pleasant but sort of non
existent. We had to wave down the waitress to ask for more toasted baguette slices. And no one
"checked on" on us. It's been 50 min now and no sign of a waitress to give us our bill. I realize
it's 4pm on a Thursday after the 4th but I expect more. The ambiance overall is great and easy
parking too! Overall it's slap dab in the middle of "fine". I couldn't find a menu posted anywhere
so I messaged the business on Facebook to find out what their kids and non-seafood options
were. They got back to us pretty quickly the same day, so we made plans to come the next
night. Our daughter also appreciated it!! So we came around pm on a Sunday during 4th of July
weekend and asked to sit near the playground and were sat with no problem. As we sat we
discovered we beat the rush, which started to pick up between Our daughter ordered the mac
and cheese which she gave two enthusiastic thumbs up. I ordered a couple orange crushes
which were very refreshing, and the cheeseburger. Hubby ordered a beer and a Manhattan and
the muffuletta sandwich. So for the cheeseburger, I was initially bummed it didn't come with
fries, BUT, considering the burger came on a ciabatta roll, I ended up not missing the fries one
bit. The chips are the right choice for a sandwich on a roll that bready. The burger was
delicious, they put 2 slices of cheese yay!!! Hubby's muffuletta was also very good, though he
wished it had more meat. He finished his chips AND our daughter's fries, and he was still
hungry - but he's a crossfitter so he has a bigger appetite than most. The roll was soft enough
to handle more meat - personally, for someone like me though, it was just the right amount! Our
server was friendly and charming and very responsive. The music was at a good volume and

enjoyable. The inside of the restaurant was pretty cool, I disagree with the reviewer who said it
was of bad design. Overall we really enjoyed our experience here and would definitely come
back; but I would offer two suggestions. Outside, perhaps some tiki torches with bug repellent
would be cool, if allowed, or citronella candles on the tables maybe. Also, wet naps with the
kids meals, or wet naps on the tables in the playground area. Kids touch sand and then eat with
their hands. This is just me being selfish though, my daughter is 6 so I don't come prepared
with wet naps like I used to. See all photos from Cristin S. In this case I don't think that's a bad
thing. Generally, food in OC is least common denominator, gotta appeal to a wide variety of
ages, SES and ethnic backgrounds. Parched Pelican is doing it's own thing and we love it for
that. Of note, one of the owners formerly owned Fletcher's used to be one of our fave hangs in
Baltimore's historic Fells Points, so he's familiar with the business for sure, and builds an
awesome playlist of 60s Motown love songs. This place looks nothing like most places in Ocean
City, it's in one of the oldest buildings built, and has custom fixtures made from found or
salvaged materials driftwood, anchors, nautical rope, etc. The pressed tin ceiling tiles remind of
us Fletcher's and many grand dame row homes in Baltimore. Let's just say this right out, if you
are a tourist looking for tiki umbrellas and sparkly sunshiny beach-themed bars, do not come
here. They've only been open a few weeks as of now, so everyone here is new everyone , so cut
the staff a little slack. We also did make a reservation, while it wasn't busy, it helps prepare the
flow of the kitchen. We came for brunch. I chose poorly for myself, got the Pelican Nest, a "nest'
more like a ring of overly fried potato strings, too separate, too crunchy, no soft interior, with a
bed of scrambled eggs topped with lump crab meat, diced tomato, scallion, and hollandaise
buttery, overly sweet, but no acid, and not enough for my tastes. Overall, the whole thing was
bland. The Portobello Benedict swap out bread for mushrooms had a balsamic glaze over the
holladaise topping, while my friend loved it, I thought the flavors ended up confused and
dissonant. The biscuits are the bomb, though, large, moist, good base for pretty much anything,
would go with that next time. Sausage Gravy had definitive sausage flavor and plenty of bits in a
creamy but not gluey sauce. Bacon was not shatteringly crisp depends on how you like it, split
decision for us. We thought the prices were reasonable and we love the space and nooks and
crannies that you discover while wandering through. There's an outdoor playground if you must
bring the kids and an outdoor bar by the canal as well as a upper outdoor patio and upstairs bar
for day drinking and night time people watching. This is the place to be if you like something a
little more interesting in your OC experience. See all photos from A. We were impressed with
this find in the old hooters location with great decor and delicious food. We started with the
crunchy calamari and the pelican fries which were garlic aioli w thick prosciutto n sprinkled
feta. The crunchy chicken sandwich was amazing, the burgers were delicious and my grilled
chicken sandwich was spicy with seaweed salad on it, sounded weird n yet it was delicious and
different. I would try it again, reasonably priced. Praise the restaurant gods! We stopped by for a
quick dinner on a Wednesday night and had such a great time. But the hostesses defused any
frustration we may have felt which we didn't even have a second to feel that by taking our name
quickly and suggesting that we grab a drink at the bar. We only waited about 5 minutes, but as
we were being sat, the hostess was so friendly and asked us multiple times if we waited too
long. A part of me feels like Ocean City cuisine can be a little bit lacking - maybe restaurants
know they can charge high prices for mediocre food because of the location and most people
are vacation? But Parched Pelican really delivered! The jerk chicken was spicy and juicy and
served over a bed of creamy coconut rice. There were also plantains that were crispy and not
soggy. Huge slabs of delicious rare tuna. Served over spicy seaweed salad and a tasty sauce.
Every bite was filled with tuna, which was awesome because sometimes restaurants skimp on
seafood. The booths had backs that were high enough so that you really felt private and
secluded even though the restaurant was packed. The bartender made our drinks quickly, and
they definitely get props for having a strawberry-themed drink that wasn't overly sweet! Overall
- Highly recommend! Will definitely swing by the next time we are in Ocean City! Maybe the best
crab cake I've ever had. Lump crabmeat literally falling off it. Breading almost a non-factor. This
was practically all crab, baby! Crab bisque also fantastic. Waitress, bartender and a random guy
walking past us while at the bar manager maybe? Gals at hostess station were the opposite so
we nearly walked out before ever going in. Glad we got past those dolts because everything
else was wonderful. Late night happy hour at the bar meant 2-for-1 after 10 pm. Nice way to
finish a nice meal. Loooved the atmosphere! Inside is gorgeous, outside deck is awesome. The
food was delicious. The mussels were my favorite! Brunch was amazing for such a reasonable
price! Portion sizes are very large, definitely good for sharing. We got the Marylander biscuits.
The hashbrowns could be crispier but that's my only complaint. French toast was a solid french
toast. Honey butter and fresh whip is what made it though. My dad really liked the blueberry
pancakes. Will definitely be coming back. Just wish they weren't out of monkey bread when we

came Marylander biscuits were so good! Chesapeake hollandaise, perfect scrambled eggs,
jumbo lump crab meat, hash browns.. We come every summer and this has been here the past 2
years. Great food, super service, and nice location on the canal with outdoor water front
seating. We had a variety of foods and all were very tasty and well presented. Fish tacos, baked
oysters, flounder strips, and a Caesar salad. The crab bisque was very rich. Enjoyed our server
Julia. She was very attentive. See all photos from Doug B. Not sure we understand the hype.
Our meals were good, not great. No knock on the business. It's just not overwhelming for the
price. We sat outside on the back porch next to a canal that views town homes on the other
side. Our booth was big enough for 8 people but we only had 4 so we were shifting around so
we weren't too far away from each other that we had to yell to be heard. Service was average.
Not overly impressed. After reading the reviews, my family and I decided to go here. They very
willingly accommodated our party of The service was great. Drinks and starters were out very
quickly. The meals were delicious. No complaints from anyone, including the kiddos. We had a
great view while having dinner, they easily split the checks, and we had space to get up and
socialize between courses. We decided coming here would become a family tradition. Thank
you, Shawn and staff! We loved it!!! Jamaican Chicken- the sauce is spicy but amazing. Big
portion. Beautiful presentation and delicious! This place is great. I just left after eating a really
good breakfast. I had the special of the morning, breakfast tacos. I love both of those things and
when you combine them it's even better right?! The tacos came out as a pair and were stuffed
with the meat of the gods.. Sitting on top of this delightful mound of sausage goodness was
corn and other chopped bits of veggies and scrambled eggs. The way the bar area looked, will
definitely get me to come back to try some of their drinks and hang out. Breakfast tacos! Yes,
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